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IT COULDN'T BE DONE
Somebody said that it couldn't be done,
But he with a chuckle, replied
That "Maybe it could'nt," but he would be one
Who wouldn't say so till he'd tried.
So- he buckled rigfat in, with the trace of a grin,
And if he worried, he hid it.
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That' couldn't be done, and he did it.
Somebody scoffed: "Oh you'll never do that,
At least no one ever has done it."
But he took off his coat and he took off his hat
And the first thing we knew he'd begun it.
With the lift of his chin, and ai bit! of a grin,
Without any doubting or quiddit:
He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn't be done, and he did it.
There are. thousands to tell you it cannot be done;
There are. thousands to prophesy failure
There are thousands to point out to you, one by one,
The dangers, that wait to assail you.
But just buckle in, and with a bit of a grin,
Then take off your coat and go to it:
Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing
That "cannot be done"—and you'll do it.
—Selected.
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LOVE FEASTS

'I WILU HELP THEE"

Pennsylvania

Fear thou not, for I am with thee;
In the test I'll be thy stay:
Be thou strong and full of courage,
Give no place to dark dismay.

The brethren of Juniata and Mifflin Co., Dist., will hold a love
feast, June 21 and 22, at the home of Bro. Chas. Gingrich, about
one mile north of Mexico. Those coming by train or auto -will come
to Mexico. Those coming by train please notify Bro. Gingrich.
Address, Mexico, Pa., R. R. No. 3.
Altoona Mission, June 29, all day services. We extend a
hearty invitation to all who can to meet with us.
Iowa
The love feast of Des Moines, la., will be held June 21 and 22.
A cordial invitation is extended to all, especially to those remaining a few weeks after conference.

GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTES
The 1924 Annual Conference of the Brethren In
Christ, held at the Belle Springs Church, Navarre, Kans.,
has by this time become a matter of history. We have a
short preliminary report of the opening days to give our
readers at this time, fuller reports will1 no doubt follow.

I will strengthen thee, yea, help thee;
Feel not weak nor faint at heart:
Give thy soul into my keeping—
Simply trusting is thy part.
I'll uphold thee with my right hand;
Give thee power to pursue
When e'en youths shall faint and falter,
For I will thy strength renew.
Up on wings as with) the eagle.
Shalt thou mount at break of day:
Thou shalt run and not be weary;
In thy walk I'll be thy stay.
—Nettie L. Berghouse.
ENROUTE TO AFRICA

Organization of General Conference:
Moderator
Bish. H. K. Kreider
First Assistant
Bish. M. G. Engle
Second Assistant
Bish. 0. B. Ulery
Secretary
I. J. Zercher
Assistant Secretary
.
E. J. Swalm
E. H. Hess
Reading Clerk
Assistant Reading Clerk
Monroe Book
Conference Action Reported on the following:
Revised Constitution and By-Laws, adopted.
Bish. H. L. Trump was re-elected chairman of the
Executive Board.
Launching of the Mid-west Bible School postponed.
Conference to have an Educational Board.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage was permitted to publish an
Orphanage Paper.
SOCIETY OF FRIENDS RE-AFFIRM BELIEF.
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends in its annual session
assembled approved the following minute and its accompanying
direction:
"This meeting desires to re-affirm its belief that the primary
loyalty of all Christians is due God, our Father, and his human
family. We believe that the whole system of determining right
by violence and destruction rather than by friendly conference
and negotiation is fundamentally wrong, inefficient, and unchristian. We call upon Christian people of whatever sect or creed to
join in renouncing for the future all participation in war, and to
seek tihrough our national representatives such international organization as will supply peaceful methods of dealing with all, international differences. We also urge upon Christians consideration of inter-class and inter-racial problems and an effort to
solve them through good will and understanding."
On behalf of the Yearly Meeting,
(Signed) JANE P. RUSHMORE, Clerk.

God calls His people to live everyday lives in an
everyday world, amidst everyday temptations—just as
our Lord did.—Selected.

Union-Castle Line
South Atlantic Ocean
May 19, 1924
Dear Bro. Stump:
We are now nearly three days out from Southampton,
England, our boat will call at Madearia tomorrow, where we can
put off letters.
So far we have had a very pleasant voyage. Our party are
not quite used to this boat yet, she is not as steady as the Olympic.
We are on the "Kenilworth Castle". We do not have as good a
position on the boat as we had on the Olympic. Several of our
party have "fed the fish" several times, but are up and about
every day.
There are very few passengers on board. I (have never seen
so few on any previous journey. I am dropping you this line, if
you have opportunity to let the readers of the Visitor know of
our whereabouts and welfare please do so.
I have arranged with Mr. Fleet of Southampton, who will
receive a cable as soon as the boat arrives at Capetown, to send
you word of our safe arrival; in this way you will receive word
about two weeks earlier than a letter could reach you from the
Cape, in 'this way also our people will get tHiie news of our safe
landing quicker.
It is not pleasant writing on a boat when it is rolling from
side to side. I trust however you will be able to decipher this
letter.
God is with us, prayers are being answered and we are safe
in His keeping.
Love to all,
H. P. STEIGERWALD.
A CORRECTION
In the March 3rd issue of the Visitor in the article entitled:
"Faith, Hope and Charity" by Sr. Sadie Book, -a line in the second
paragraph should read one hundred three natives, instead of
one thousand three natives.

You wish to inherit only pleasant memories of the
past; are you sowing pleasant memories? Paul looked
back over his life and said "I have fought a good fight; I
have finished my course; I have kept the faith," and then
he looked forward and! said, "Henceforth there is laid up
for me a crown of righteousness,"—Selected.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
WARNING! FALSE TEACHERS
II Peter 2:1-22
Grantham Bible Conference Address by Bishop H. K.
Kreider. Reported by Ruth Bowers.
It is only the power of God that keeps us. To Him belongeth all the glory. This subject is vital. Some of us
are looking out altogether too much for dangers. Often
we do not trust Him. We get worked up over fancied
dangers. But He will take care of this little ship. Do
not be overmuch concerned about false teachers. The
apostles warned against them. Balaam, when asked by
Balak td go and curse the children of Israel, was sincere
in the outstart. But he yielded more and more. While in
hisj way he was1 rebuked by the beast on which he rode.
The result was the blessing instead of the cursing of the
people. We must be determined to let God have His way.
We need the fellowship and help of those of like precious
faith. Let us be careful not to be drawn from one extreme to another. Let the Holy Spirit guide us.
There are dangers continually on every line. There
are dangers because of wrong teaching, which is false or
unwise. We must be careful. There are so many ''isms".
Most, any "ism" is based on some Scripture. We cannot
say that every ism is unscriptural. If these Scriptures
are taken to the extreme they become dangerous. Furthermore, there are many books that are harmful. We
must be careful which books we read. Do not swallow
down just any book until you are sure that you can make
its teaching your own. Digest it and meditate upon it to
see that the teaching is in line with the Word of God.
We should prove- ill things and hold fast that which is
good. We do not know what will become of one who
swallows everything. The way is not safe for young people unless you take the Lord with you. So in school life
and in study, we must consider the Bible before appropriating things to our own lives.
Again, in olden times false prophets utterly failed.
Moses, David and al number of others needed the help of
God and sometimes they had short-comings. We must
trust God. If we do not we will fall. Some persons will
deny redemption by the blood. A prophet is one who
speaks through the inspiration of the Holy Ghost. A
teacher is one, not necessarily ordained, who gives religious instruction. A preacher is one who habitually
warns against religious deception. A preacher warns
again and again. If in school -life we are good in a certain
subject, we know it. If something is easy we do it quite
naturally. So the more we are taught the Word of God,
the more sacred it becomes. Keep true to the Lord and
He will take care of us.
Moreover, the Holy Spirit will enlighten us when a
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Word is fitly spoken. The Word says, "A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold in pictures of silver." Sometimes
it is well to meditate and ask God whether it is time to
speak. We need to be careful in season and out of season.
We must be careful how and when we speak. A heresy is
an opinion or doctrine that, especially when entertained
by a professed adherent of a church, by a former member
of it or by one) whose allegiance it claims; is contrary to
the fundamental teachings and tenets of the church. In
the nominal church there are hypocrites and saints. In
every body there are persons who are members only because they like to be. They may have heresies. Opinions
might also be spread by one who was once a member.
Some able members take up with side lines. Let us guard
against it that we may be kept in line. In ten minutes
we can destroy more than we can build up in years. We
need be careful. One of the most foolish things for
ministers to do is to whip one another in the pulpit. We
should not try to put down another brother even though
not in harmony with his teaching. A heresy is not always a false opinion. Can we find two persons who will
interpret every scripture exactly the same? But we can
have a spirit of love and charity.
In addition, be careful about spreading discord in
our homes. Do not speak ill of another in the presence
of our families. We all need the grace of God. When difficulties arise in the church, we must not enlarge upon
them but instead, we should tell the children that our
own body is not the only body that has difficulties. If
you see something good in the minister you can tell the
children but do not tell the mistakes. If he said something that you did not agree with, tell him in private. Do
not discuss it in the presence of children.
Take heed that we may not scatter the flock, but that
our teaching may end with peace.
THE VEIL THAT SEPARATES
Ex. 26:31-36.
All Bible students are familiar with the beautiful
veil which hung as a curtain dividing off effectually the
Holy of Holies from the Holy Place, in the Tabernacle and
in the Temple; and separating the worshipers in the Holy
Place from Him whom they worshipped, the glorious
symbol of Whose presence was in the Holy of Holies.
That inner veil is a type of Christ's human body,
(Matt. 26:26, 27:50; Heb. 10:19-20.) This veil, barring
entrance into the Holiest was the most expressive symbol
of the truth of Rom. 3:20. But, dear reader, that veil
was rent by an unseen hand when Christ finished the redemption plan (Matt. 27:51.) And thus giving you and I
instant access to God, providing we come by way of faith
in Him. Yes, praise God, there is a new and living way
opened into the very presence of God, with no patched-up
veil of priest-hood, (attempting to put saint and sinner
back under law (Gal. 1:6-9), with no other sacrifice or
priesthood save Christ's (Heb. 9:1-8, 10:19-22.) Oh! the
marvelous Gospel of the grace of God to lift fallen man
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from a life of sin and shame, and give him access with
boldness, (Heb. 4:14-16) into the very presence of a
righteous God.
This veil was a type of His humanity. Do we all
understand the Antitype? and discern the Lord's body?
and know how and in what way the veil was its wonderful type? We hear much on every hand by the new
teaching of Modernism, of the new "Gospel of humanity,"
which teaches that every one is a Christ, and that Christ
is humanity personified.
It is indeed alarmingly sad to note how much, of the
apostate teaching, and Higher Criticism, is due to the
gross ignorance of the types of the Old Testament on the
part of preachers and teachers. This is a solemn warning which ought to alarm all such; and stir us up to more
diligent and prayerful study of the Typical Teachings of
the Word of God. (II Tim. 2:15.) Yes, dear brother and
sister, if you, want the Bible to feed) your soul, study its
types and shadows and its dispensational truths.
Of all the types, that of the beautiful veil of the
tabernacle and the temple speaks most loudly in exposing and condemning the latest phase of the apostasy as
shown in the humanism of present-day teaching. Symbolically, the veil was intended to teach that humanity, as
such, could not approach God, Who dwelt behind the veil.
The veil was a type of Christ's own perfect humanity. (The only perfect human One, who could truthfully
live Psa. 1:1-2.) and it shut all other humanity out from
God. The one side of it was illumined by artificial light
and was seen by human eyes: the other side was illumined only by the glorious light, the Shechinah, the
symbol of God's presence. It therefore was a fitting type
of the blessed fact that Christ incarnate was perfect God
and perfect man. This two-fold perfection of Christ's
manifestation on earth was an effectual witness to the
impossibility of the access of humanity, as such to God.
The! object of a veil is to hide. "Come not," was the
warning which it continually gave forth, (Lev. 16:2.)
Thus proving beyond the shadow of a doubt that the perfect humanity of Christ is the only form of humanity
which can approach without a veil to God I or which can
dwell in the light of His glory, or can endure in that divine
light. There can be no union—therefore of man with
Christ's humanity, no union in Incarnation. The truth is,
the Incarnation of Christ, while it proclaims God, shuts
out man. Men might admire the beauty of that veil % as
men may today admire the human character and the
teaching of the earthly life of Christ; but the more perfect we find that humanity, the greater the evidence that
it is totally distinct from man's humanity. Thus the
truth taught is simply this, that the Incarnation by itself (apart from the Redemption which was the purpose
and object of it) neither brings man to God nor God to
man. True, it was "'God with us" just as His tabernacle
was with men; but when the symbol of God's presence
was with men, men could not have access to it. The
beautiful veil was an effectual bar, and its one and only
voice was "Come not."
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The life of Christ on earth was an unceasing proclamation of the fact that only His humanity was shone upon by and dwelt in the glory of God. "The Word was
made flesh and dwelt among us (and we beheld His glory,
as of the only begotten of the Father) full of grace and
truth." (Jno. 1:14.)
The proclamation of His life ever was: Except ye be
holy, sinless, spotless perfect as I am, ye cannot enter
into the presence of God.
It was not the object of the veil to give access to
God; for it was the veil which prevented this. Even so
it was not the perfection of Christ's life on earth that
brings us into the presence of God. No! not until the
blood of the sin offering had been sprinkled before the
veil (Lev. 16:14-19; 4:6, 17), (blood which told that the
sentence of death had been inflicted) could that veil be
put aside, and entrance given to ordinary humanity into
the presence of that glorious light. It was not the beauty
of the veil which made entrance possible, but the sprinkling of atoning blood before it. Halleluja,h for the Blood.
That beauty might be admired by the worshiper, he
might sing hymns in its praise; and; give all sorts of endearing and sentimental names to it. He might use all
kinds of poetical language in describing it; he might
even copy it, and produce similar patterns of embroidery,
or schemes of color; but there was only one way of passing to the other side of it and of standing in the presence
of God's glory, and that, was by sprinkling the blood before it, and taking the blood of the victim beyond it. The
blood told of substitution, and acknowledged that he who
entered did so as a sinner, who had died, and suffered the
wages of his sin. By no other means could he stand on
the other side of that veil and live. Its very statelessness, though it might attract attention to it, repelled and
kept the sinner from it.
The great anti-typical lesson, for us all is, that it is
not by the beautiful life of Christ that we can enter into
the presence of God. It is not by aily "imitation of
Christ," not by the observance of any rules fon daily living; not by leading a religious or devoted life, that we
can pass beyond that veil. To attempt it is to confess
our ignorance of the very first letter of the Christian's
alphabet: it is to own that we are destitute of the first
fundamental lesson of the Christian life. It is only when
the precious Blood of that perfect humanity of Christ
had been shed that it avails us as our title to enter God's
presence. That is why in I Jno. 1:7, when speaking of
our entrance into the light of God's presence, and walking therein, that we are at once reminded of that Blood,
which) alone gives us our title to enter, and preserves us
alive when we have entered into that presence. "God is
light. If we walk in the light, as He is in the light, we
have fellowship one with another, and the Blood of Jesus1 Christ, His Son, cleanseth1 us from ALL sin". (Yes,
dear reader, Praise God for the Scarlet Line running
from Genesis to Revelation; for it is our only way of
escape from wrath to come. Dear unsaved reader, are
you trifling with eternal things? seek shelter under the
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Atoning Blood of the Lamb, and then life will only become worth while.) It is here, and in this connection
that the cleansing power of the Blood is mentioned, not
in connection with sin or sinning. When it is a case of
sin, then it is that we are reminded not of the atoning
Blood of Christ, but of our Advocate with the Father.
Then it is that we are simply assured of two facts. (1)
That relationship is not broken, God is still our Father;
(2) that Christ is our all sufficient propitiation. (I Jno.
2:1.)
But it is in connection with approaching to and walking in the light cf God's presence within the veil that we
are reminded of the blood that must first be sprinkled
before we can have either admission within or preservation when there. Hence it is not the life which Christ lived in His spotless humanity (still less our own imperfect copy of it.) that gives us liberty to enter; but only
when that 1 humanity had been stained by His own Blood
of atonement. Then it is that we have "boldness to enter
into the holiest by the Blood of Jesus, by a newly slain
and living way which He hath newly made (or opened)
for us, through the veil, that is to say, His flesh. (Heb.
10:19, 20.) These precious words cannot be read too
carefully. From them it is certain that our title to enter God's presence is not by the earthly life of Christ,
but by the sacrificial death of Christ. But the type in
the Old Testament gives us only one part of the truth.
It tells us only of entrance into the light, but not of abiding and "walking in the light." For this, the other part,
(the New Testament type) was necessary when the perfect humanity of Christ had shed His atoning Blood, then
at that very moment God rent that veil. When the veil
of Christ's human flesh was rent, then the veil of the
Temple was rent. God rent it Himself. It was rent from
the top to the bottom. God rent it. He began where no
man could reach it, with a power which no man could
bring to bear upon it. Even so was Christ's flesh rent.
Not by the hands of man for when the soldiers came to
break His legs, they appeared surprised to find that He
was dead already (Jno. 19:33.) And thus it was written:
(Psa. 22:15.) Thou hast brought me into the dust
of death.
(Psa. 43:7.) All Thy waves and Thy billows are gone
over Me.
(Isa. 3:10.) It pleased the Lord to bruise Him.
(Zech. 3:7.) Awake, 0 sword against my Shepherd.
The veil was rent at the moment when Christ died.
When He had cried again with a loud voice. He yielded
up the ghost, and behold the veil of the Temple was rent
in twain from the top to the bottom. (Matt. 27:50-51.)
While the Lord Jesus lived, His perfect life was a barrier
to our entrance into the light of God's presence. This is
precisely the same lesson as that which' we, have in John
12:23-24, "Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground
and die, it abideth alone; but if it die it bringeth forth
much fruit." In His perfect and sinless humanity, He
was on the Divine side, ever abiding in the light of God's
glory. But until He was "rent" it could solemnly and
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truly be said "He abideth alone." If we are to have access into that glory His flesh must be rent; and the rent
veil furnishes the type. It is when He dies, and when
that perfect life is yielded up, that the way is open for
our entrance, through our union with Him in death and
resurrection. Only then, and not until then, could there
be "much fruit;" and thank God, we, by His grace, are
part of that "much fruit" today. The way* into the Holiest is now opened. "Now," in Christ Jesus, ye who sometimes were far off are made nigh by the Blood of Christ."
(Eph. 2:13). Christ hath already entered, and we are
there in Him. Ere long, we too shall follow; we even
now enter by faith; and we shall soon enter as He has
done, in resurrection bodies, made like His own glorious
body, and be thus "received up in glory" to be "ever with
the Lord." For this we wait.
Having therefore these promises, dearly beloved, let
us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God. (II Cor.
7:1.) Yes, dear reader, the only cleansing process that I
care to know, and the one that I only dare to recommend
is the Blood of the Christ of Calvary. It has atoned for
my sin and I know that it will atone for the vilest of the
vile, and my prayer is that some one who reads this
article may be lead out as the writer was into the deeper
truths of God's blessed Word.
Thou dying Lamb, Thy precious Blood
Shall never lose its power,
Till all the ransomed church of God,
Are saved to sin no more.
Dear reader, has the Blood been applied to your
heart? can you say,
"God has blotted them out,
I'm happy and glad and free,
God has blotted them out,
I'll turn to Isaiah and see,
Chapter forty-four, twenty-two and three.
He blotted them out, and now I can shout,
For that means me."
Yes, dear ones, "It is the Blood that maketh atonement for the soul." (Lev. 17:11.)
Yours in Him,
ISAIAH F. BASHORE,
Elizabethtown, Pa.
The strongest creature, the lion, and the wisest creature, the serpent, if they be dormant, are as easily surprised as the weakest worms. So the strongest and
wisest of saints, if their graces be asleep, if they be only
in the habit and not in the exercise, may be as easily surprised and vanquished as the weakest Christians in all the
world; witness David, Solomon, Samson, and Peter. Every
enemy exults over him that has lost the use of his weapons.—Selected.
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GATHERED GEMS
GATHERED GEMS
"He loved us." Three words, but what weight of
meaning!
He who is infinitely holy and cannot endure iniquity;
He whose glory is the astonishment of the greatest of intelligent beings—"He loved us." He saw our race ruined
in the Fall, and He could not bear that man should be destroyed, He saw that sin had brought! man into wretchedness and misery, and would destroy him forever; and
He would not have it so. He loved them with the love of
pity, with the love of sweet and strong benevolence.—Sel.
Jonathan Edwards, in his diary of David Brainard
says, that this apostle to the Indians for some time
thought that the best way to make men sober was by
preaching to them the attributes of God, and keeping the
Cross in the background. But he found the whole thing
a failure; he could not produce one sober man. "Then,"
he says, "X bethought me that I would go and preach Jesus Christ; and many a hard face relaxed; many an, eye
shed tears that had never wepti before; and I found that
the best way to make men sober was to make them
spiritual." And from that time he gloried in and held
forth nothing but the Cross.—Sel.
"Give me a blessing; for thou hast given me a south
land; give me also springs of water. And he gave her
the upper springs, and the nether springs" (Joshua
15:19.)
There are both upper and nether springs. They are
springs, not stagnant pools. There are joys and blessings that flow from above through the hottest summer
and the most desert land of sorrow and trial. The lands
of Acsahj were "South lands," lying under a burning sun
and often parched with burning heat. But from the hills
there came the unfailing springs, that cooled, refreshed
and fertilized all the land. No matter what our situation,
we can, always find these upper springs. Abraham found
them amid the hills of Canaan. Moses found them among
the rocks of Midian. David found them among the ashes
of Ziglag, when his property was gone, his family captives and his people talked of stoning him. The martyrs
found them amid the flames, and the reformers amid the
foes and conflicts; and we, too, can find them all the year
if we have the Comforter in our heart and have learned
to say with David: "All my springs are in thee." "By
springs of living water will I lead them."—Sel.
"Although the fig tree shall not blossom, neither
shall fruit be in the vines; the labor of the olive shall fail,
and the fields shall yield no meat; the flock shall be cut off
from the fold, and there shall be no herd in the stalls:
yet I will rejoice in the Lord, I will joy in the God (of my
salvation" (Hab. 3:17,18.)
Observe, I entreat you, how calamitous a circum-
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stance is here supposed, and how heroic a faith is expressed. It is really as if he said, "Though I should be
reduced to so great extremity as not to know where
to find ,my necessary food, though I should look around
about me on an empty house and a desolate field, and see
the marks of the Divine scourge where I had once seen
the fruits of God's bounty, yet I will rejoice in the Lord."
Methinks these words are worthy of being written as
with a diamond on a rock forever. Oh, that by Divine
grace they might be deeply engraven on each of our
hearts! Concise as the form of speaking in the text is, it
evidently implies or expresses the following particulars:
That in the day of his distress he would fly to God; that
he would maintain a holy composure of spirit under this
dark dispensation, nay, that in the midst of all he would
indulge in a sacred joy in God, and a cheerful expectation
from Him. Heroic confidence! Illustrious faith! Unconquerable love!—Sermons by Dr. Doddridge, Vol. 1.
APPALLING FACTS
(Statistics taken from Year Book of Federal Council
of the Churches, United States Census, and other sources.)
Twenty-seven million American persons nominally
Protestant, under twenty-five years of age, receive absolutely no formal or systematic religious instruction.
Eight million children under ten years of age, nominally Protestant children and youth under twenty-five
years of age are not being touched in any way by the
educational program of anyi church.
The Protestant churches provide only twenty-six
hours annually of instruction in Sunday School. The average attendance is only one-half of the enrollment. The
average therefore is but thirteen hours per child enrolled per year.
The lack of a trained leadership is apparent. The
Protestant Church Schools are in charge of an army of
untrained and unsupervised teachers and officers, with
meager equipment and inadequate support. There is a
marked decline in religious education in the home.
General education is vitally important, but without
religion may produce the clever criminal—the adept deceiver—the brilliant forger—the dangerous citizen.
Roosevelt said: "People educated in intellect and not educated in morals and religion will become a menace to our
nation."
The wholesome influence of a practical, livable, spiritual religion is necessary. Jesus Christ was the Master
Teacher because He taught simple and basic principles—
and lived what He taught.
The effective church of today must supplement the
ministry of preaching with the ministry of teaching.
The Sunday School loses seven out of every ten of its
boya and girls.
Unless something is done to counteract the destructive influences tearing down the moral fibre of our future
citizens, we will soon rear a generation unable to cope
with the multiplying forces of evil.—Alliance Weekly.
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LOHERE!

Jesus said to His disciples, "Take heed lest any man
deceive you. For many shall come in my name, saying,
I am Christ; and shall deceive many." Mark 13:5, 6.
Satan works through man to carry on his schemes. He
works through religious men to pervert truth and beguile
unwary souls. The nearer the appearance of right the
more subtle the deception. He catches hold of some precious Bible truth and clothes it with the marvelous and
mysterious, and gets people to running after the wonders
and signs, and the wonderful man or woman who has
brought these things to light. No man of God puts himself up for notice, or makes any> claim, of being anything
but a humble follower of Jesus. Is he a true minister?
his only cry is, "Behold the Lamb of God which taketh
away the sin of the world!" "I am nothing, but Christ
is all in all." Any other spirit| than this is not the working of the Spirit of truth. "From such turn away."
"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they be of God: because many false prophets are
gone out into the world." I John 4:1. This is peculiarly
a time of false prophets, and false teaching and doctrines
of devils, and we need to take heed that we be not "tossed
to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine,
by the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness, whereby
they lie in wait to deceive." Eph. 4:14. Many who are
today proclaiming error have once had the Truth, but
they have allowed themselves to be deceived by not taking
heed to the counsel of God. Men may be led to investigate
error for public good, but they always do it with the
Book of Truth—the Word of God. The Spirit of truth
will give discernment of truth and error.
Curiosity to see and hear has been the snare of many.
There is a fascination in error and a controlling power,
and if the speakerj can get the attention and ear, he can
get questions into the; mind that are not easily dispelled.
"Why gaddest thou about so much to change, thy way ?"
Jer. 2:36. "Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways,
and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good way,
and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for your souls.
But they said, We will not walk therein." Jer. 1:16.
"Nevertheless, whereto we have already attained, let us
walk by the same rule, let us mind the same thing."—
Phil. 3:16.—Sel.
MODERN RELIGION
"Lay up for yourselves treasures" in organ lofts, new
churches, fine corner lots, and buy all the Liberty and
other Bonds you can afford, seems to be the new command, and the one having the greatest acceptance among
Christians today. Is it not so?
I just read today in the P
paper, "The C
,"
of a Mrs. B
, of the T
P
Church, Germantown, Pa., who has presented a most beautiful and complete $50,000 organ to that church, in memory of Lieutenant B
, her son, who was accidently killed at) a training camp. But now, finding the pews, carpets, etc, did
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not match the organ, and that there was not "Harmony"
in the church building, she spent another $70,000 remodeling and refitting the interior to match the organ.
All is at last complete, and the last day of April last year
was a "Great day," for three different "Divines" gave
different kinds of talks to "full houses," while a special
treat awaited all in the afternoon, when Prof. B. of Paris,
noted organist, gave a "great organ recital."
1 can almost imagine myself seated in those elegant
pews, and listening to the grand 50,000 notes, when my
attention is drawn to a noise outside. I look and see
gaunt and weak forms lying on the grass, some ready to
die, and some dead—the widows and orphans of Europe,
while the great organ sounds forth its notes, sweet and
subdued, "Sleep on, beloved, sleep and take thy rest."
Wonderful organ this.
Again, on the other side of the building, I seem to
hear1 a faint murmur and looking out, see all those of India sitting or lying in rapt attention, feeding on the beautiful tones of "All The Way My Saviour Leads Me," and
"Break Thou the Bread of Life,' and that they droop and
die as they listen is no fault of the organ, but I heard the
voice of the Recording Angel and he was talking to those
who came up out of the fires and persecutions, the sorrows and disease of the earth, and he was asking who fed
them and clothed, them when in need, who ministered to
them when sick. The only answer given him was this,
"The Christians down there were busy playing great organs and fine pianos, eating ice cream and candies and
cakes, in fact too busy to notice us, while we suffered and
HUNGERED and DIED." The organ still rolls out its
"Melodies," but the angel is still keeping the account.
—Tract.
"THE BETRAYING HAND"—A SACRAMENTAL
EXHORTATION
J. F. Knapp
One out of twelve betrayed Jesus; one out of the remaining eleven denied Him. What a poor showing for
the trustworthiness of our human nature! Jesus looked
upon the one who denied Him with an unspeakable tenderness, and He ate from the same dish with His betrayer,
and washed the feet of both of them. But there the resemblance ceases. The one who denied went out and wept
bitterly and later became the head of the early Church;
the one who betrayed went out and hanged himself and
"Went, toi his own place."
What a peculiar significance in the startling words of
the Master as He reclined with the twelve about the supper table on the night of His arrest, "But, behold, the
hand of him that betrayeth me is with me on the table."
(Luke 22:21.)
" 'Twas on that night, that dreadful night
When all the powers of hell arose
(Concluded on page 12.)
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CITY MISSIONS
Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G. and Laura
Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
BetKsl Mission, hi charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S. Bilexikian, 613
Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 26 Hawley St., in charge of Eld.
and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi P. and
Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Dee Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J. H. and Barbara
Martin and workers, 47 Caroline Street.
Philadelphia Mission, in charge of Bish. Wilbur Snider
and wife, 3423 North 2nd Street.
S<wt Francisco Mission, 3739 20th S t , in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Wetland Mission, 86 Elisabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of L. B. Schell and wife.
ORPHANAGES
Messiah Orphanage, Grantham, Pa., in charge of
Lloyd Yoder, steward and Cora Miller, matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., temporarily in
charge of H. E. Horst and wife.
Mt, Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., In charge of
Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W. Hoke and wife.

Marriages
LYTTLE-BAKER
On Monday, June 2, Bro. Paul K. Lytlle, Fayetteville, Pa., and
Sr. Leah B. Baker, Chambersburg, Pa., were united in marriage.
The ceremony was performed at the home of the officiating minister, Elder C. N. Hostetter, Jr., Refton, Pa.
WINGERD-BOWERS
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OLD PEOPLES' HOME
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and Lottie
Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Fa.
NAMES

AND

ADDRESSES—FOREIGN
AFRICA

MISSIONARIES

Bish. and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Elder and Mrs. L.
B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. John A. Climenhaga,
Mrs. Naomi Lady, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo,
South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry H.
Brubaker. Mrs. Sallie Doner, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Sadie Book, Miss Annie Winger, Mtshabezi
Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Elder and Mrs. Roy
H. Mann, Miss Lila Coon, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Reulah Musser,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
INDIA

Rev. and Mrs. H. L. Smith, Miss Effie Rohrer, Miss
Ella Cayman, Saharsa, B. & N. Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Miss Anna Steckley,
Supaul, B. A N . Wn. Ry., India.
Rev. and Mrs. C. E. Heise, Simrah Koti. Supaul, B.
N. W. Ry., India.
Brethren in Christ Mission Rest Home, Gloven,
Darjeeling, D. & H. Ry., India.
HOME ON FURLOUGH

Elder and Sr. H. J. Frey, Abilene, Kans.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, CaL
Cora Alvis, Geary, Okla., Box 15.
Miss Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Grantham, Pa.
Ruth E. Byer, 704 E. 9th St., Upland, Cal.
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014 Spring
Garden St., Philadelphia. Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Publication
Board—Jesse
Culp, Goshen, Indiana.
R R. 6.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page. Detroit. Kans.

PAULUS—David Paulus of Canton, Ohio, was born January
27, 1835, in Summit County, Ohio, and died May 10, 1924, aged 89
years, 3 months and 13 days. He was married to Mary Ann Hoover
March 24, 1859. There were born to them four sons and six
daughters. His companion and two daughters preceding him' in
death. He leaves to mourn their loss his children, one sister,
thirty-eight grandchildren and eighteen great grandchildren. He
was converted a^ the age of twenty and united with the Brethren
In Christ Church and was faithful till death. He bore his affliction
patiently and expressed a desire to depart.
Funeral services were conducted by Bishop B. F. Hoover, Eld.
W. J. Myers and Eld. Aaron Bechtel.

SMITH—Anna Eliza Smith (whose name was Freymier) wife
Near Hope, Kans., a t the home of Bro. Emery' Bowers, occur- of Bro. Ira Smith, was born in Lycoming County, Pa., Nov. 15,
red the marriage of their daughter Ruth, to Bro. Asa B. Wingerd. 1847, and died at her home near Ramona, Kans., May 21, 1924,
May their union be blessed of God. Ceremony performed by Bish. aged-76 years, 6 months and 6 days. To this union were born five
Jacob N. Engle.
children. Mary died in Pennsylvania; Sarah Hickman, of Eads,
Colo.; Bertha Streely of Cadiz, Ohio; Bessie Landis of near Millersburg, Pa., and Ira of near Detroit, Mich.
Funeral services at the Rosebank church, with burial in adjoining cemetery. Services in charge of Jacob N. Engle, assisted
by Elds. Benj. Sollenberger and Adam Book. Text: Rev. 14:13.
Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, yea saith the spirit
SECORD—John Emerson Secord, son of Bro. John and Sister that they may rest from their labors and their works do follow
Emma Secord, died May 20, 1924, aged nine months. Funeral them.
services were held from their home, conducted by Eld. John A.
Nigh.
STAUFFER—Miss Rhodessa N. Stauffer, daughter of Bro.
and Sr. Stauffer of 83 North Lake avenue, Pasadena, California,
YINGST—Mary Basehore, oldest daughter of the late Frank passed away at her .home May 9. Miss Stauffer was born, near
L. and Catherine Basehore, was born on August 26, 1869, and died Abilene, Kans., September 28, 1901. She came to Hutchinson,
May 1, 1924; aged 54 years, 8 months, and 5 days. Thirty-seven Kansas, with her parents in 1910. Here Miss Stauffer attended
years ago she was united in marriage to James Monroe Yingst. both grade and high school, where she leaves many friends. Ill
To this union were born six children, two preceded her in death. health prompted her parents in 1919 to take her to Albuquerque,
She united with the church in her early years and was a faithful New Mexico, where she improved. Later they moved to Pasasister until the death messenger called her to _ her reward, we dena, where shei lived until her death.
trust our loss was her eternal gain. She is survived by her husShe was kind and affectionate; her stay with us was brief.
band, one son, Arthur, at home, three daughters, Mrs. John Keefer, Rhodessa was ill for a period of time, which she bore with unLykens "Valley; Mrs. David Patrick, near Middletown, Pa.; and usual patience. A short time before her end she called for Rev.
Mary at home, and ten grandchildren, also five sisters and four Brubaker to pray with her, as she was suffering intensely. After
brothersprayer her pain left her; she became so calm and sweet. Then
Funeral services were held in the Hummelstown Brethren In she looked up to Rev. Brubaker and asked him to read 103 and
Christ Ohiurch on May 5, services conducted by Bishop Henry K. 121 Psalms., also 14th chapter of St. John. Again she asked
Kreider and Eld. Clayton M. Engle. Interment in adjoining Rev. Brubaker ten pray, then asked each one of the family to ofcemetery.
fer a shorti prayer for her. She tthen looked up with a smile and
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said, "Now, I am ready to live or die, either way the Lord sees
best/' Shortly after this she calmly and sweetly passed on to the
angels. The last song she had the family sing for her was
"Father Lead Me Gently Home." The Lord called 'her into His
service in her thirteenth year. We are thankful to the heavenly
Father, for the sweet memories Rhodessa left to us.
Funeral services at the Stauffer home Monday, May 12, conducted by Elder C. C. Burkholder, assisted by Rev. Harvey Brubaker of the Churoh of the Brethren and Rev. Morgan Odell of
the First M. E. Church of Pasadena. Text: Psa. 116:15, "Precious
in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints." A solo "Asleep
in Jesus," sung by Mrs. John R. Henderson. A quartet at the
cemetery sang, "Safe in the Arms of Jesus." Interment at
Mountain! View cemetery.
Rhodessa is survived by her parents, fivei sisters: Miss Marjorie
E., Mrs. Robert D. Miller, Mrs. Leon L. Bowen of New York City;
Mrs. Mereda L. Marshall and Miss Dorothy C ; also three brothers,
Laban N. Stauffer of Garden City, Kansas; Harry E. Stauffer of
Eskdale, Colo.; and Chas. Donald.
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presented to the mothers belonging to the Sunday School. We
believe these simple exercises create in the hearts of the children a greater appreciation of a mother's love and worth. God
bless our mothers.
Also on Sunday, May 13, we were privileged to have in our
midst Bro. and Sr. Poote fromi Indiana, their son Allen from Upland, and Sr. Jennie Plum from the same place. We are always
glad to have our brethren and sisters visit us.
Street meetings have again been opened at Corcoran, about
four miles west ojff Waukena. Southwest of Corcoran lies a large
scope of grain and cotton country. As far as we know no church
services are held in that section, and as the people come into town
to shop, attend the theatre, etc., we find an excellent opportunity
to give them the gospel. The attendance and attention are encouraging. Pray for us.
ELIZABETH WINGER, Cor.

"IN MEMORIAM"
In memory

of Rhodessa

Nancy,

who passed away May 9, 1924.

Among the angels there smiles a new face overflowing with an expression
of deep relief from terrible pain, yet tinged is that same face with sorrow for
the loved ones who have lingered yet awhile. Need we feel sorry for this little
sister who has left for only a short time, when we realize t h a t no more pains
and griefs need rack her frail body. She now enjoys the eternal sleep that
none have returned to relate. It is not necessary that she return to tell her
loved ones of the place to which she has departed, for the restful and beckoning
smile on her beautiful face suffices all.
This once lovely flower in the garden of life one day became scorched by
the intense rays of the sun. Day by day, this gentle flower wasted away under
the stress of, life. 'Twas not like a sudden passing away, but a most awful and
certain destruction crept upon this innocent flower month after month, yes
year after year. Its loved ones could only pray for the afflicted, as all human
aid was powerless against this unrelenting disease.
So, patient, so kind and so lovable was ever this little sister, Hope had ever
been her firm foundation, and even when it seemed her shrivelled little form
must crack, she prayed to be spared that she might some day serve the dear
mother who had tendered her these -many years. But it seems the Master who
gave her life, had a mission for her in His Heavenly kingdom. So bidding the
loved ones a last farewell, this withered yet brave little sister committed her
spirit into *'His H a n d s / '
No- more will her kind words cheer us who must be buffed, daily by a cruel
world; no; little girl will timidly- ask for a. ride on her chair just a few blocks.
For this, for everything the world seems loose—it moves us deeply—Great God.
Memories shall be our comfort as only memories can. For oft as we mourn
for this dear little sister, our solace shall be the thought of her comfort and
relief she now enjoys in t h e "Arms ; of. God."
Rhodessa your spirit shall ever guide. When the bereaved mother, father,
sisters, and brothers have finished'their journey upon this earth, once again and
forever we shall be with you.
(By your bereaved brother Chas. Donald—written in memory of you and
for mother that she may be somewhat comforted.)

REPORTS
BETHEL, KANSAS
The love-feast held at Bethel church, May 24 and 25, was one
of good interest and Spiritual uplift. Surely, we are glad that
the Lord gave us another privilege to commemorate the sufferings
and death of our Christ.
Eld. Ray Witter brought forth God's Word in a simple unadulterated form on Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning.
May God's richest blessings rest on Bro. Witter for his labors of
love.
Cor.
WAUKENA, CALIF.
Communion services were held at this place May 3 and 4. We
were glad for the presence and fellowship of Bishop C. C. Burkholder and Elder P. J. Wiebe of Upland at this meeting.
On receiving the sad news of the death of our beloved
brother, Elder H. L. Smith of India, it was decided to send our
May missionary S. S. offering to Sr. Smith as an expression of
sympathy in this hour of deep bereavement. Our prayer is that
our sister may be wonderfully upheld by the power of, God as she
faces the added responsibilities now thrust upon her in the rearing
of her precious children alone.
Mothers Day was appropriately observed by our'Sunday School
on May 31. Three of our most elderly mothers sang the old hymn,
"I'm going home, to die no more." Readings and songs were
given by children and the Young People's class. At the close of
the session small gifts as tokens of love from the children were

ELKHART DISTRICT, INDIANA
Blessed are they that keep His testimonies, and they that
seek Him with the whole heart. Psa. 119:2.
Again the Lord gave us the privilege to put forth a revival
effort at the Union Grove church. Bro. H. W. Landis, from Des
Moines, Iowa, came January 20, and labored faithfully three weeks.
The roads were bad most of the time, making the attendance rather
small, nevertheless the Lord was with us. Bro. Landis gave heart
searching messages which made us realize the great need of a
fully yielded life to God. Several girls were saved and some believers sought for a deeper walk with God. Wei are glad to* know
He does not disappoint His children when they seek Him with a
true heart.
From this place Bro. Landis went to Locke, a small village
about six miles from Union Grove, where he again] gave his labor
of love. These meetings continued three weeks. The1 interest and
attendance were exceptionally good at this place. The Lord again
used our brother in giving forth His Word. Conviction was on the
people, but many were unwilling to listen to the Spirit's call. A
number of children and several young people sought the Lord for
pardon of their sins. On the second Sunday the Lord graciously
poured out His Spirit upon the meeting—the altar and front benches were full of seekers, some for pardon, others for a deeper experience. Fifteen were received into the church as the visible results of the six> weeks meetings, but eternity alone can reveal the
benefit each one received.
May the Lord bless our brother in his labor at Des Moines.
Love Feast
On May 31 and June 1, the Union Grove congregation met in
a love-feast service, and indeed it was a feast of love. Our minds
were especially drawn to our crucified Lord and the unspeakable
love He had for us—to give Himself to die that we might live '
eternally. Then) we were made to think how He commanded that
we>. should love one another as He has loved us. Truly the world
is dying "for a little bit of love" that we might give. Several
visiting brethren were with us from Pennsylvania, Ohio, Canada,
Oklahoma and California. We trust we will not soon forget the
messages they gave to us from His Word.
On Saturday four girls followed the Lord in baptism. Let
us pray that they may be true to Him.
Qor.
EDINBURG, TEXAS
Greetingsi in Jesus' name:
Brother D. R. Eyster and Bro. Paul Engle of Thomas.Okla.,
closed a two-weeks meeting at Edinburg, Texas, May 11, 1924.
The crowds were not large but those who came, seemed to
come for the good they could get out of the meeting. Holiness
has never been spread in this locality and the field is new. Some
heard the full Gospel for the/ first time.
I tlhank God for some who are willing to carry the Gospel of
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full salvation to lost souls. On May 11, at the eleven o'clock
service several came forward to be healed. After prayer and
being anointed, they testified to being healed.
On the last night of the meeting the Lord wonderfully poured
out His Spirit and several received the experience of sanctification.
This is a needy field and we trust God will establish a soulsaving station at this place.
A sinner saved by grace,
H. A. WINNINGHAM.
"MY TESTIMONY AND EXPERIENCE ON DIVINE HEALING"
I will praise the Lord at all times. His praise shall continually be in my mouth. Psa. 34:1.
Many times I1 have thought of writing the Visitor1 family, but
always something would push ahead, and use my time. Someway
this morning after family worship I was again reminded that I
had promised to give my experience especially on the marvelous
healing of my body which took place over three years ago. It
was truly wonderful in the extreme.
I had been upon a bec| of affliction for) over four) months, and
could take nothing in my stomach, but liquids. At that time I
had an osteopathic doctor attending me, and was taking medicines
of herbs, but all to no avail. The doctor said nothing but an operation would do me any good, an operation for tumors, and of
course was trying in his way to build me up, so I would be strong
enough for an operation. But God was planning quite different,
for He through His'divine spirit had showed me my body was the
temple of the Holy Ghost, and it was wrong to turn my body
over to ungodly doctors, to' tamper with, as he liad made me, and
was able to heal me. O! bless His holy name. I always get a
blessing, when I tell this wonderful experience.
I began praying, and reading all the Bible references I could
on healing, and wrote to many brothers and sisters, who believed
in divine healing, to pray for me. A dear sister in Oklahoma gave
me the name of a brother in Ponca City, who just spends his time
in, visiting, and praying with the sick. I wrote -hdm, and he sent
me a little handkerchief, that he said had been prayed over, and
anointed. Also an endless number of references on healing. He
told me to put this handkerchief on where the pain was, and
wear it, that he would pray for me at nine o'clock every morning
and let him hear from me in; twenty-one days..
This I did, as it was only to give me more faith, and confidence
in the Lord, and every morning a t nine o'clock I prayed especially.
Butr was mostly in a prayerful attitude, as time went on it seemed I got no better, if anything worse. Until I suffered so intensely,
that I thought I would lose my mind. At times I would be entirely exhausted, only to come to enough to again have a worse
experience.
At last I just simply threw myself across the foot of the bed,
and begged with all the physical strength I could command that
God would eitiher) heal my body, (if he could get any glory out of
my life) or take me out of the world.
Then Jesus said to me so plain, would I be willing' to live if
my companion and only daughter would get sanctified, and % said
yes, and the work was done.
The tumors were vanished, and went away like some one
trying to pull the parts to their natural place and all pain left.
Bless God forever, and my healing remains today.
This is an experience to me more precious than any physical
life. Bless God forever for the provisions of salvation, and healing power in the atoning blood of a crucified Savior.
When I got to the place I could discern that Jesus carried all
of my afflictions and sorrows, then why should I carry them. The
work was done, and was just as real to me, and as definite as when
I was sanctified. I sincerely trust this may be of some real value
to some dear saint, as God is on the throne, and does hear and
answer prayer, and is much pleased with our much coming to
Him.
This leaves us in a much needed place for real plain Gospel
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truth. Many good people are around us, but truth is needed worse
than anything else, and husband, and I are anxiously waiting until
someone will hear the call of God for this place, and say Lord,
here am I, send me.
Dear brothers and sisters who know the real worth of prayer,
pray for us tAiat we by God's grace may stand, and prove true,
and let our lights shine that the people of this place may see Jesus through us, and His name be glorified is our earnest prayer.
Your true sister in Christ,
MRS. D. K. BRENEMAN, Ashland, Kans.
WHICH WAY SHALL I TAKE?"
Jer. 6:16.
M. A. Kessler
A brother was traveling alone one day;
He was reading and passing his time away;
Many kinds of people were on the train;
Some stared at the stranger, because he was plain.
A banker came walking up the aisle,
He glanced at the stranger with a pleasant smile
And he said: "I know where you belong,
I would know if I met you in a throng."
"I am certainly glad that I met you here;
It brings up memories that are ever dear,
My parents belonged to a plain church one day
But I have sought an easier way."
As; they talked, the man. put his hand to his brow
And said: "I once/believed as you do now,
But it is so peculiar for this modern day
So I have sought an easier way."
But in spite of all, when he said good-bye,
Ther^ were tears that glistened in his eye,
And I'm not quite sure that he feels atl ease
When he thinks of his parents and by-gone days.
But why did he weep, now tell me pray,
If he had found an easier way?
Alas! he had strayed from the paths of old
And it's hard, so hard, to come back to the fold.
Oh, friend, beware of the easier way,
There are many who come in this latter day
And say, lo here is Christ, or there,
But take) no heed to their speech so fair.
There is a way that unto man seemeth'best,
But we read that the end of that way is death,
All things whatsoever I tell you do
Saith Christ and I am with you your journey thru.
Oh wonderful promise, oh why not believe,
Accept His commands, let no man deceive,
Take Christ for your pattern and work, watch, and pray,
And you won't need to seek for an easier way.
Selected from Vindicator by A. B. Wingert.

Would to God that we were all more contented with
our mercies, and more discontented with ourselves! It is
the trying to live on external conditions that makes a
Christian restless and wretched. A soul at peace with
God and itself, a soul that delights in making other people happy, can sleep sweetly, like the old-time patriarch,
with a stone for! a pillow.—Cuyler.
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A BOY'S TESTIMONY.
Dear readers of the Visitor: I feel like I would like to send my
testimony in to the Visitor.
I am glad I can tell you I was saved about three weeks ago, in
Bro. Clayton Engle's meetings at Pleasant Hill, Ohio. We had
such good meetings. "Bro. Engle is a dear man of God. I am glad
I can tell you I lhave made all my confessions, and Jesus is so
precious to me. It has been very cold here, but I can go to the
barn and pray several times a day.
One day I neglected my secret prayer, and I was so disobedient
to my parents and in the home. I was so heavy-hearted when
night came. The thought came to me that I couldn't go on, but
that was from the devil. I opened up my heart and told how I
was feeling. We had prayer and Jesus forgave me. I straightened up where I had been disobedient and was happy in my heart.
If only other boys and girls, and big folks too, would be more openhearted and get folks to pray for them, they could have victory too.
That night I went to bed happy and free. I had a dream, that
Jesus came. It seemed like a large hill and a deep pit at the
foot of the hill. Then there were large doors opened to Heaven.
Jesus helped all the little children across this place and the large
people that were good got over alright. But all that were bad,
they dropped into the pit. I knew some that went into the pit, and
also some* that got into heaven. I was one that got into heaven.
There was so much glory there. It was real; there was no
sorrow there. Those t h a t were lost, I never thought of them any
more. When I awoke, I was glad to know I was saved.
Will you all pray for me that I may be kept true to Jesus,
and not do one; thing to lose the joy I have in my heart? I am
only ten years'old, but there are a lots of things to draw us away
from Jesus. But I know if I am watchful and prayerful, Jesus will
keep me true till He comes.)' i
CLAYTON W. HERSHEY, Troy, Ohio.
TEXAS
Dear Visitor readers, Greetings in Jesus' name:
On May 12 we met Bishop D .R. Eyster and Eld. Paul Engle of
Thomas, Okla., in Victoria, and brought them to Salem, Texas,
where they gave us a rousing meeting in the newly painted church
building. Every one enjoyed Bro. Engle's lively singing and earnest preaching, but on account of pressing work at home he could
stay only one week. Bro. Eyster stayed nearly a week longer,
and as usual we greatly enjoyed' his entreating, loving, preaching.
While only a few raised their hands for prayer during the meetings, at the close of the last service all went up in front and
gave Bro. Eyster a hearty good-hye, handshake and asked him to
pray1, for them.
i
We hope and pray that the good seed sown will in due season
spring up and yield much fruit.
Since a year ago last March when Bishop Eyster was here,
we had only one sermon preached in Salem. Before he left this
time he prevailed on Sister Mussehnan to have meetings on the
first and third Sunday evening of each month. Last Sunday we
had the first meeting; although the night was stormy, the attendance and interest were good.
"The effectual, fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth
much." Will you pray for this part of God's vineyard T
D. G. Musselman.
I F HE SHOULD COME
If Jesus should tramp the streets tonight
Storm-beaten, and hungry for bread,
Seeking a room and a candle light
And a clean, though humble bed,
Who would welcome the workman in,
Though He came with panting breath,
His hands all bruised and His garments thin—
This workman from Nazareth?
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Would thd rich folk hurry to bind His bruise
And shelter His stricken form?
Would they take God in, with His muddy shoes
Out of the pitiles^ storm ?
Are they not too busy wreathing their flowers
Or heaping their golden store?
Too busy chasing the bubble hours
For the poor man's God at the door?
And if He should come where the churchmen bow,
Forgetting the greater sin,
Would He pause with a light on His wounded brow,
Would He turn and enter in?
And what would He think of their creeds so dim,
Of their weak, uplifted hands,
Of their selfish prayers going up to Him,
Out of a thousand lands.
—Selected.
"HOW LOVE FOUND ITS GOAL"
Long, long ago, in those ages of old,
Long time before the "Sweet Story" was told,
Far, far beyond the beginning of time,
E'er the sun, moon and stars in their glory did shine,
Our dear Heavenly Father and Christ the Son,
The dear Holy Spirit, these three in one,
In their home somewhere, in; the realms above.
Were waiting—for an unborn world—to lavish their love.
Oh ! love unsurpassed, so boundless, divine,
That moved the Great God, e'er the morning of Time,
With thousands of angels to move at His will.
Created by Him, His plans to fulfill;
Yet His love longed for something that these could not bring,
Nor yet did He find it in the; songs they would sing.
Love longed for creation, the creation of man,
JuslJ like His own image, Oh ! marvelous plan.
Then God in His wisdom and impelled by His love,
Made plans up in Heaven, t h e y settled it above;
They counted the cost, and Love sought its goal.
Then came the beginning in those ages of old.
So the Spirit of God in power did sweep
Through the void and the darkness, o'er the face of the deep ;
In that hush profound, in that deep, dark night,
Golf broke up the darkness, spoke, "Let there be Light."
Now comes the crown of creation, love gets a glimpse of the goal;
God planned a glorious' future, made, man a living soul;
Then He placed him in the garden, God gave him a lovely wife;
They ate of the fruits so abundant, they ate from the "Tree of Life."
But God in love had forbidden (they did not know just why)
Not to eat of the "Tree' of Knowledge," lest they should surely die.
But, alas ! one day the tempter, this deadly foe of man,
Struck a /blow at God's creation, determined to thwart His plan.
O h ! what a sad picture before us, o h ! what is the verdict now ?
The sting of death is upon us, its mark is on every brow.
Now, God is moved to pity; must love now miss its goal ?
No—God promised the world a Redeemer,—Who'll pay the price of the
soul?
Oh, sin, it must be conquered, destroyed at any cost;
For the devil has determined God's creation should be lost.
Now we see the two great forces, each one bound to make their goal,
"Love is bound it shall redeem you," satan is bound to damn your soul.
As God looked down through the ages, Love saw a ray of Hope ;
He looked past the prophets and sages, past the blood of bulls and goats.
As He looked down through the future, He beheld a stream of blood.
Oh, why this dreadful slaughter? oh, why this crimson flood?
Is this the price of redemption^ will this bring Love to the goal?
No—sin remains unconquered, sin dominates the soul.
God looks at the world in pity, says, "This shedding of blood must cease.
I promised the world a Redeemer, I promised a 'Prince of Peace'."
How Love is thrilled at the answer. Ah!—who will the Redeemer be t
Will it be an angel of Heaven, or a cherub by the crystal sea?
Could Moses be so worthy, could Elias pay the price?
Or—would it take the best of Heaven, to make the sacrifice?
Oh! who then can be worthy? this victory must be won,
Heaven answers,—Love is listening,—the answer comes,' "God's only
Son.'*
Now the question rests with Jesus, will He leave His throne a b o v e '
Will He lay down His robe in glory, will He disappoint God's love?
Oh, now will Jesus falter, will He think the price too g r e a t ?
No, "I'll give my life to redeem them^ I'll die on the cross for their
sake."
Yes, Christ is moved to compassion, as He looks on a world that's lost •
Tells the Father,, I'll redeem them, oh, I will pay the cost.
He thought of the teeming millions of dark Gethsemane,
He thought. How can I fail them. He thought of Calvary.
A h ! now comes Love's sweetest story, the sweetest that ever was told;
It's mingled with joy and with sorrow, this story that never grows old.
One night on the hills of Judea, some shepherds were watching their
sheep,
When a light suddenly shined from Heaven, and fear o'er their hearts
did creep.
Ah, Love now sends a message—of Hope—to a dying world •
First told to these lowly shepherds, now over the earth is, hurled.
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The shepherds, while watching and gazing at the light that dazzled
their eyes.
Heard strains of Tnusic from Heaven then angels appeared from
the skies.
Oh! brother when you hear the story, don't you wish you could have
been there.
Heard the songs that the angels were singing, seen that Heavenly
choir in the air ?
For this, had the world been waiting, this message of hope and love.
God's love could not refuse it, Christ could not stay above,
When the world was lost and dying—dying—yes, dying for His love.
Oh, think what a scene in Heaven as Christ steps down from the
throne,
And bids farewell to glory ; He goes to seek His own.
He looks at the lowly manger, He thinks of the humble birth,
A son of Joseph and> Mary, a man,—down here on the earth ;
He looks at the enemy's forces, awaiting Him from the sky;
He, looks oA tha world in pity, He cannot let them die;
He goes, all the hosts of Heaven, await for His return ;
This Love that never faileth, from its goal will never turn.
One day, on the banks of the Jordan, by this lovely stream so fair,
All Jerusalem gathered to hear a messenger there.
Oh, words of magic sweetness, let them o'er the earth be hurled:
"Behold the Lamb of God," he cried, "Which taketh away the sin of
the world'*
Oh, think what an introduction the world had now received,
Introduced td the man, Christ-Jesus, man and Deity interweaved.
My pen and tongue both fail ime, and words cannot express,
The depths of the love of Jesus, "Behold your Christ, Heaven's best.'*
Leaving scenes of the Jordan behind Him, He is led to the wilderness,
There tempted, and tried, and hungry, why must he go through the test ?
Oft, while the world was sleeping, He alone on Olive's brow,
Would plead and commune with t h e F a t h e r ; for you and! me, did He
bow.
With the deepest and tenderest compassion and a heart overflowing
with love.
Yet His head found no soft downy pillow, this blessed Christ from
above.
Sometimes, on the shores by the seaside; sometimes on the crowded
streets,
The multitudes would press Him, no rest for His weary feet.
The lame and the sick, the halt and the blind, the weary, worn and
sad.
Sought just one touch from J e s u s ; it banished sorrow and made
them glad.
[
Oft and alone in the garden, there Jesus loved to pray ;
After the crowds had pressed Him, after the close of day;
Never too tired and weary, to heal some broken iieart;
Never too high to be lowly; toi the vilest, His love, would impart.
Now He stops to cleanse the leper, then he leaps and shouts for joy;
Gives sight to blind Bartemeas, then praises his lips employ ;
Now He speaks to a sorrowing widow, bereaved of her only boy:
Go—he lives—how it thrills her, and her heart overflows with joy.
Now He meets a Samaritan woman, by Jacob's well so deep;
Unfolds her life before her, she would have fallen at His feet.
She hastens back to her city, tells her friends what came to her life:
He told me all that ever I did; oh, is this the Christ?
Sometimes, when the tempest was raging, and the waves were dashing high,
He rescues His struggling disciples—Be not afraid, it is I.
Oh, brother when the old boat is rocking, and you think it will go
down at sea,
Just send up a wireless to Jesus—you're only on Galilee.
Jesus loved those who rejected ; He loved the sad and lone.
He wept over those who refused H i m ; oft would He weep o'er His own.
0 Jerusalem, O Jerusalem, I am your promised King;
Oh!, could I fold you to my} bosom, as a hen her brood shields neath
her wing.
Why did the world refuse Him—has love now missed its goal?
Must Jesus return empty handed without tha price of a soul?
By the world despised, rejected, yet, "Thou gavest me a few."
Father forgive those that hate Me; they know not what they do.
One solemn night in Gethsemane, my Jesus prayed alone
No human friends offered comfort, forsaken by His own
With the sins of the world upon Him, to bear them alone
The cup that He drank, so bitter! "Thy will, Father, not mine own."
1 came to the world, I loved them, I came to pay the cost;
I came by the way of the m a n g e r ; I'll return by the way of the cross.
—Now behold this blessed Jesus, o'er His face blood trickling down ;
On that sacred head of Jesus, they placed a thorny crown.
Yonder a weeping mother, Heaven and nature mourn;
Crushed beneath His burden, heartbroken, condemned, forlorn.
The angry mob moves onward, "Away with Christ," they cry.
Oh, cruel cross. Oh, Calvary, Jesus condemned to die.
See the angry mob on Calvary, see the cruel cross on the ground;
Upon its rugged timbers, they lay our Jesus down.
Not one murmur, or complaint; o h ! hear those dreadful blows;
Through the hands and feet of Jesus, those cruel spikes are drove.
Oh—what solemnl moments! Jesus upon the cross.
Think!—our sins—He bore t h e m ; Oh, think—how much they cost!
Jesus, heart broken and dying, blood falls on the rocks beneath,
From that thorned-crowned head of Jesus, from His spike-torn hands
and feet.
Jesus, condemned as a sinner, the Father hides His face.
Jesus cries out in anguish and darkness shrouds the place.
"My God! My God!" breaks the silence, "Why hast thou forsaken me."
He bows His head—"It> is finished; I commend my spirit to- Thee."
" I t is finished," Heaven heard i t ; how it pierced the vaulted skies ;
Love, has almost conquered, has almost won the prize;
The foe will, soon b<3 conquered, tho" it slew God's only Son.
O'er sin.death , hell and the grave complete victory must be won.
Sin, it slew, but could not conquer death it reigned, but all in vain
The tomb was sealed but could not hold him; and hell, the Christ could
not enchain.
Back to the Father returning, triumphant o'er the foe;
Heaven's music sounds far grandeur than before He came below.
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Jesus sits down by the Father, points to Calvary's crimson flood;
Love hears the song of redemption: "Redeemed by Jesus blood."
Seme day we'll hear, "Cast anchor, sail the stormy seas no more ;"
At last we've made the harbor, and at last we've reached the shore.
First of all, we'll meet our Jesus, our Jesus Who loves us so.
Jesus paid it, paid it all, all to Him I owe.
Love is enraptured, satisfied, love has made the goal;
The redeemed sing the song of redemption in the homeland of the soul.
Composed by J O H N C. BURKHOLDER,
505 Lexington Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich.

"THE BETRAYING HAND"—A SACRAMENTAL
EXHORTATION
(Continued from page 7.)
Against the Son of God in might
And friends betrayed Him to His foes."
And still the tragedy of the Last Supper is being repeated all over Christendom. Judas, his heart plotting
dark betrayal of his Master, yet kneels to partake of the
sacred elements, not in one place alone but in ten thousand places, Sunday after Sunday.
1. The betraying hand is a black hand. It worked in
the dark. It beckoned forward a gang of cut-throats,
armed with swords and clubs, against the innocent and
defenceless Ohrist. It reached out by the flare of the
mob's torches and grasped the Lamb of God and drew
Him near for a traitor's kiss. To-day it touches with the
soft glove of religious fellowship but underneath the
sheep's wool are the fangs of the wolf that strangle a
brother's reputation, offer up his good name to his enemies
and crucify his character between two thieves. He who
bears the black hand is in the! Church for no honest reason. He dare not bring his motives into the light of day.
Every thing that he touches is smudged and tainted. Yet
he comes to the table of the Lord. His hand is washed
and looks clean but God and' the- angels see it black. And
still this "hand is with me on the table."
2. The betraying hand is^ a covetous hand. Thirty
pieces of silver overbalance the scale even against the
best Master and Friend that a human being ever had. The
curse of the covetous, betraying hand of the traitor-disciple was never more felt than at the present hour. The
Lord is being constantly delivered up afresh in the market, in the centers of education and organized religion,
and in the councils of church and state in the modern
world. Sometimes still it is for a few pieces of silver,
oftener it is for a position or a grasp of momentary worldly power. What deviltry when the "hand" which "is with
me at the table" slips furtively out into the pockets of
the worshipers kneeling near and extracts by force of
some feigned devotional interest the coin of the realm for
selfish purposes. Too late it may fling down the crimson
colored cash upon the temple floor, too late the terrible
crime may be realized and repented of. But then Christ
has been crushed for reasons of personal exploitation
and the world crucifies Him because the "hand with me
at the table" has beckoned it on.
3. The betraying hand is a cowardly, time-serving
hand. Think of Judas as he comes out against one lonely
man and eleven unarmed fishermen and farmers, who
are asleep or at prayer, with a great mob of temple soldiery and ecclesiastical police! This hand will hold out the
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truth to ward off a moment's embarrassment or a threatened exposure. It is ever raised in apologetic self-defence.
It dares not strike a blow straight out at sin that is
blighting and damning. If it be the hand of an editor it is
ever poised at the signal of expediency—"That might cost
us a few subscribers." If it be the hand of a pastor, itl is
held in check by the fear of losing some ungodly or unscrupulous parishoner. If it be the hand of an evangelist,
it hesitates lest the offering may be affected. And so on
down the line, the betraying hand, alas, "With me at the
table," is the furtive, frightened hand of the moral
coward.
4. The betraying hand is finally a bloody hand. It
brought Christ to the cross and it is still driving holy
Christians to their crucifixion. It is dabbled in the blood
of the martyrs as well as the blood of the Master. But
most of all in these piping times of luxury and pleasure
is it red with the blood of the betrayed souls. For it is a
bloody hand that erases from our faith the Virgin Birth,
the inspired Word and the Wonder-Working Messiah. It
is a bloody hand that condones compromise and unconsecrated profiteering whether in pew or pulpit. It is a bloody
hand that murders) the Bride of Jesus Christ and substitutes as "church" a gaudy harlot bedecked in the trappings of a pleasure-mad world. It is a bloody; hand that
pushes out the mourner's bench, the class-room and the
amen corner, and carries in the pool table, the bowling
alley and the movie show. It is the bloody hand that lays
low in your child or mine the faith of its fathers and substitutes an ape-theory of human generation for the high
concept that we are sons of Almighty God. Yet, also, this
bloody "hand . . . is with me on the table."
Near twenty centuries have slipped away since the
bloody hand of Iscariot betrayed our Master. Still, that
hand shows itself at the Lord's table and among the
Lord's people. In these later days it seems to have been
multiplied a millionfold. You cannot drive it from the
Church. It is unchristlike to fling it away in derision and
anger. Often it is undiscovered and even unsuspected.
The" "clean hand" and the "pure heart' 'are the only protection against it. Perfect love has no spite even for the
betraying hand. "Vengeance is mine, I, will repay, saith
the Lord." Only let him of the betraying hand remember
that "He that eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and
drinketh damnation to himself, not discerning the Lord's
body." (I Cor. 1:29.) The curtain rings down as the
hand of the betraying Judas Iscariot, in its last act upon
earth, tightened the noose about his neck as he swung
out into a suicides' eternity.—Revivalist.
THE REIGN OF THE MACCABEES
By H. G. Brubaker
Parti
According to Bible chronology, the last two tribes of
the Jewish nation were carried into captivity by Nebuchadnezzar, during the reign of Zedekiah, in the year 588
B. C. The Babylonian captivity lasted for seventy years.
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By this time the Babylonian empire was overthrown and
Cyrus the Mede was the world ruler. This monarch was
appointed by the Spirit of the Lord (Isa. 44:28) to perform a great work by permitting the Jewish captives to
return under Zerubbabel in the first year of Persian dominion. Under the encouragement of Haggai and Zechariah, the prophets, the temple was completed and consecrated in the year 516 B. C.
Malachi was the last prophet to the children of
Israel. After the cessation of prophecy, a dark period
came to the Jews. This period, the duration of which
was approximately four thousand years extended from
the time of Malachi to John the Baptist.
About the year 333 B. C. Alexander the Great overthrew the Medo Persian empire and secured the lordship of Palestine. His reign was a very short one. After
the division of his kingdom into four parts, Palestine
came under the rule of Laomedon, one of Alexander's
four great generals.
Later Ptolemy of Egypt wrested Palestine from
Laomedon. He attacked Jerusalem on a Sabbath-day,
and took the city without meeting any resistance. He
carried 100,000 Jews to Egypt, and granted them the
same rights which the Macedonians enjoyed.
For about one century after this, the Jews enjoyed
peace and happiness. Then came Antiochus the Great,
of Syria, who took possession of Palestine. His son and
successor, Seleucus Philopater, caused the temple to be
plundered. After him came Antiochus Epiphanes, who
committed the abomination of desolation on the holy
altar of God. This was committed by offering swine's
flesh as a mock sacrifice. To the Jews, swine's flesh was
unclean. He also tore the book of the law to pieces in
the presence of devout Jews. Things were going from
bad to worse. Persecutions were coming on every hand.
Antiochus attempted to compel the Jews to adopt the
customs and the religion of the Greeks. He sent an officer
to see that his decree was carried out. Many of the Jews
who performed circumcision were slain. The Syrian
government built forts in Jerusalem and installed munition magazines.
Such blasphemies were too much for Mattathiasi the
high priest. He rebelled against the king's officer and
decree. As a result he came forth with the following
speech: "Woe is me! wherefore was I born to see this
misery of my people and of the holy city, and to dwell
there, when it was delivered into the hand of the enemy,
and the sanctuary into the hand of strangers? Her
temple is become as a man without glory. Her glorious
vessels are carried away into captivity, her infants are
slain in the streets, her young men with the sword of
the enemy.
What nation hath not had a part in her kingdom and
gotten of her spoils ? All her ornaments are taken away;
of a free woman she is become a bondslave. And, behold,
our sanctuary, even our beauty and our glory, is laid
waste, and the Gentiles have profaned it. To what end
therefore shall we live any longer?"
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In the meanwhile the king's officers, who compelled
the people to revolt, came into the city of Modin, where
Mattathias and his sons lived, to offer a pagan sacrifice.
When Mattathias and his sons were together, the
king's officer said to Mattathias: "Thou art a ruler, and
an honourable and great man in this city, and strengthened with sons and brethren: Now therefore come thou
first and fulfill the king's commandment, like as all the
heathen have done, yea, and the men of Judah also, and
such as remain at Jerusalem: so shalt thou and thy house
be in the number of the king's friends, and thou and thy
children shall be honored with silver and gold, and many
rewards."
Then Mattathias replied with a loud voice: "Though
all the nations that are under the king's dominion obey
him, and fall away every one from the religion of their
fathers and give, consent to his commandments; yet will
I and my sons and my brethren walk in the covenant of
our fathers. God forbid that we should forsake the law
and the ordinances. We will not hearken to the king's
words to go from our religion, either on the right hand,
or the left."
When he had stopped speaking a renegade Jew
came forth, so that all could see him, to, sacrifice according to the king's command. This was too much for old
father Mattathias. He became inflamed with zeal and
could not control his anger any longer. So he ran and
took the Jewj and slew him on the altar.
After this had taken place, he went throughout the
city and cried at the top of his voice "whosoever is zealous of the law, and maintaineth the covenant, let him
follow me."
Many responded to his call and followed him to the
mountains. Then it was reported that certain men who
had broken the king's commandment had fled into the
wilderness. A company of the king's men followed them
and arrayed themselves to fight on the Sabbath. These
devout Jews would not fight on the Sabbath; consequently
a great slaughter resulted. On the following Sabbath the
king's men tried the same scheme but this time the Jews
decided to fight, Sabbath or no Sabbath. The king's men
were greatly defeated.
After this victory, Mattathias and his band returned to their native town and destroyed the heathen worship both in their own city and in Jerusalem. They reestablished the Jewish worship as it was in the times of
Moses and the prophets. From this time to 106 B. C.
the Jews were ruled by the Maccabees. Of this dynasty
Mattathias was the founder. This dynasty did not take
the Maccabean name until Judas became the leader. In
him were found all the qualities that the name implied.
Maccabees means "hammerer" or "one who hammers."
The time was now ripe for Mattathias to go and be
with his fathers. So in the year 166 he called his sons
and the people together to admonish them to be devoted
and true to the God of heaven. In connection with this
he advised the people to take Judas his son as their military leader. He then drew himself together and died.
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His sons buried him in the sepulchre of the fathers at
Modin. All Israel was in great lamentation for him, because they realized that it was a great loss to them.
(To be continued.)
Grantham, Pa.
THE TEST QUESTION.
"In whose principles," said the dying daughter of
Ethan Allan to her skeptical father, "In whose principles
shall I die. In yours or those of my Christian mother's?"
The stern old hero of Ticonderoga, brushed a tear from
his eye as he turned away and with the same rough
voice which summoned the British to surrender—now
tremulous with deep emotion—said: "In your mother's,
child, in your mother's!"
THE TEST.
In a heathen home, away on the other side of the
world, there lives a little girl who has been going to a
mission school. One day one of the idols in her home was
missing from its place. Her father and mother hunted
for it, and after a while it was found in the little girl's
bed. She had heard at school that idols were only pieces
of wood, and she thought she would find out if this were
true. So she took the idol to sleep with her to see if it
would know enough to get up in the morning. Her strange
act and the reason why she did it made her father and
mother think a great deal and the next Sunday they
went to Church.—Selected.
ON OUR WAY.
Dear readers:
Greetings in Jesus name. "The heavens declare the
Glory of God: and the firmament sheweth his handiwork." Psa. 19:1. How much we have realized the
truth of this scripture during the past week, we shall not
be able to tell in words, but the wonders of Creation have
been presented to us in a new way. Through the mercies
of God we have been permitted to cross the great Atlantic, and thus have completed the first part of our voyage.
On the third of May, Bishop and Sister Steigerwald,
Sr. Kauffman and myself sailed from New York on the
steamship Olympic. As we slowly pulled from shore
and looking back, saw the hundreds waving and calling
good-bye, we realized that we at last were bidding farewell to our beloved homeland and were going to another
people, to a people whom God loves, and for whomi Christ
died.
The Olympic is a large, forty-six thousand ton boat;
and carries thirty-five hundred people. To us, who have
never seen a large ocean liner, it was all extremely interesting. So congenial were our surroundings, and so
comfortable were we made, that were i t not for the continual vibration of the engines and the occasional lurch
of the vessel, it would have been difficult to realize, at
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times, that we were at sea. Ouri fellow passengers were
of many different nationalities and, as is usual on a boat,
there was much sin, and wickedness. When a sufficient
distance from New York was reached, the strong drinks
were brought forth and they were in evidence throughout
the voyage. We were thankful that we had no desire for
those things in which the world delight.
Our voyage was a pleasant one, the weather was
ideal and the sea very mild most of the time. We all
proved fairly good sailers and spent most of our time on
deck. We enjoyed and retained our meals with but a few
exceptions.
We arrived at Southampton, England, the tenth and
expect to leave for Capetown the sixteenth of this month.
God has been with us in a gracious way and to Him be
all glory and praise. It is precious to know that our dear
friends\ at home are holding us up in prayer continually.
May God richly bless all for the same.
Yours in His service,
GRACE E. BOOK.
EXPERIENCE WITH A SECRET ORDER.
(The following is from the autobiography of the
early Methodist itinerant preachers):
Two good men came to me urging me to join a secret
order to which they belonged. One of these was a local
preacher much older than myself, and in whom I had
much confidence. The other was an experienced classleader and both joined in saying they had a large number
of young men in their lodge and with my zeal for soulsaving, if I would join, I would get the whole lot saved.
I knew but little on the subject and the bait these men
put on the hook, enchanted me. I said "You can take
my name." So in due time I was accepted, and the
night of my initiation came. I saw nothing bad in the
initiation. Some good things were said. I had been accustomed to special prayer, and getting council from God
on every important movement, but in this I took the
council of the brethren. The Holy Spirit gave me no rebuke, and seeing I was depending on my own head, He
gave me time to learn by experience.
Next lodge night came around and I as a new convert was on hand. I got on my little apron and sat down
to take the excellencies of my brotherhood. I had not
been seated long when the Holy Spirit suggested that I
look around and see my brethren. I slowly and thoughtfully scanned the whole circle and to my surprise there
were the most profane men in the city: drunkards and
vile characters, mixed up with a few good men. Having
made the survey and considered the heart relations I was
brought into with these characters, the Holy Spirit as
by a pen of fire wrote these words on my heart: "Come
out from among them and be ye separate, saith the
Lord." I tarried not to confer with flesh and blood, but
obeyed the Heavenly vision, and at the earliest opening
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let those dear souls know that I could not stay with them,
and go with God. I took off my little apron and have
never seen it since. That little experience has led me
through all these years to a close observation of the subject of secret orders, or bound societies. I have known
many good men who have gone with them but not one
spiritual man who has not sustained serious loss by remaining. I have known many ministers whose path was
a shining light before they entered, but in no case have
failed to see that light grow dim, proportionate to their
increased interest in the lodge. I have known many ministers to fall disgracefully, and on inquiry I think ninetyfive percent were first in the lodge. I have known of
the Lord's saints who were in the lodge brought into the
experience of Holiness, but have not known one who retained it, and remained in lodge fellowship. I have met
thousands of boys and men who had a profound interest
in the Church, the preaching of the Scripture, the prayermeeting and Classmeeting, and all the means of Grace,
but have not noticed one where such interest did not
wane in proportion as his heart became inter-woven with
the lodge. I have seen the Churches nearly desolate in
every part of the country because many of its members
had their hearts interests divided with the lodge. I have
demonstrated in thirty years of evangelism that it Is
well nigh impossible to have a wide, deep, thorough revival of religion in any community, town or city which has
been honey-combed with the influence of the lodge. In
my seventy-ninth year, and before I go back to God, I
have felt I must leave the above testimony. I object to
the lodge, First, because it is a great waste of time and
money. Second: It expects a heart affiliation with wicked
men, which is destructive to spirituality, and forbidden in
the Word of God. Third: It is a painful menace to the
rights of men. It never has been otherwise in either
Church or State. Where judge and jury are lodge men,
the Anti-lodge man does not stand on equal footing.
Fourth: It is an open door to the shielding of wrong-doers.
Fifth: It is a painful barrier in the way of men being
saved by the Gospel. In a practical sense, with many tenthousands, it itself, becomes a Christless religion. How
many say when asked to seek God, "Well, I don't know
about this, I belong to a secret society now, and if I live
up to its rules, I will get through alright. What active
worker for Christ has not met that answer right and left.
There is no such thing as a Christian lodge. The ruling
spirit of such orders is always worldly. Its spirit is of
the world. No man has to be a Christian to be a member.
Its overwhelming majorities are unconverted, worldly
men. This being the case, to become a Christian, every
awakened sinner in the lodge has not only to stem the
downward tides: of his fallen nature, but the whole force
of the lodge. Hence but few people who are thoroughly
in lodge fellowship are found at the altar of prayer.
In the white light of the judgment day it may be
seen that no one agency* has hindered the salvation of so
many souls, as the lodge power of America.
Selected from the Burning Bush.
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EVANGELICAL
WORK AND PRAY

I heard a story the other day of an old ferryman who
had painted on one, of his oars the word "Pray," and on
the other the word "Work." A gentleman was one day
being rowed by this fisherman across the ferry, when he
noticed the words, and, out of curiosity, asked what they
meant. The old man did not answer, but, laying down one
of his oars, began to pull very hard with the oar on which
was painted "Work." You can guess what happened! The
boat made no progress at all, but began to turn round and
round! Presently the oar "Work" was laid down, and the
oar "Pray" taken up and used; but with the same result!
After a moment the ferryman picked up both oars, and
with a few long hard pulls brought the boat to the shore.
"Do you see, now, sir," he asked the gentleman, "why I
have painted these words on my oars?"—Selected.

Monday, June 9, 1924

A saint needs no halo about his head but he ought to
have a solo in his heart.—Selected.
The angel of the Lord is still doing guard duty for
the righteous man.—Selected.
MORE SCHOOLS HEARD FROM
Is the name of your school here?
Name and address of School
Number of Subscriptions
Springvale S. S., Canada
12
Wainfleet S. S. Canada
14
Markham S. S., Canada
,
17
Kindersley S. S., Canada
9
Mooretown S. S., Mich
..16
Belle Springs S. S., Kans
8
Fairview S. S., Ohio
18
Total

:

84

We are glad to report the response of seven schools in
the special effort of sending the '"Visitor" to New Homes
for this coming year. How we would rejoice to have all
the churches and schools cooperate with us at this time.
The following cards will be furnished to schools to send
to those whose names are sent in as subscribers. Your
Superintendent will receive these. See that they are
mailed out promptly.

FAMILY PRAYERS
Lang years ago in the old home
We all were called together
For prayers just after breakfast time—
Forgotten they were never.
A chapter from the Sacred Book
Was read aloud by father,
Then all joined in a familiar hymn,
The tune was pitched by motftier.
At last upon our bended knees
Before those kitchen chairs,
It seemed that heaven came down to earth
When we had family prayers.

, 1021
Dear Friend:
Your name has been selected among a number of others who
are to receive the Evangelical Visitor as a gift from the
- Sunday School for one year. Our School
is making an effort to increase the interest of the community in the
salvation of our neighbors and friends and the deepening of the
spiritual life of all. Our Sunday School meets every Sunday at

Our father found the throne of grace,
He asked in faith believing;
And daily blessings from above
We seemed to be receiving.
He prayed for each of us by name,
Those present—those gone hence—
They seemed to him still of the fold,
They needed God's defense;
So day by day through all the year
We told to God our cares,
And daily blessings did descend,
When we had family prayers.

M. Preaching services at
_
M.
We extend you a hearty invitation to attend any or all of these
services.
Sincerely yours,

Supt.

The years have passed, we now are old,
Great blessings have been given.
Though twoscore years have passed away,
Since parents dear were taken,
They dwell in yon bright heavenly home—
Their home not made with hands.
They sing the songs that never die
In time with angel bands;
So after every morning meal,
We bow before our chairs,
'Tis sweet to think of those old days
When we had family prayers.
—Robert Hoosick Washburne.

"I heard Him call
'Come, follow,' that was all.
My gold grew dim,
My soul went after Him,
I rose and followed, that was all,
Who would not follow, if he heard Him call?'
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P. S. Our prayer-meeting is held every

S. S.
evening.

Who will heed the call? Who will respond now? Who
is there whose heart the Lord has touched? Who will
stir this in your own school and make the effort now.
Remember the "Visitor" will be sent one (1) year to
new homes in clubs of ten or more for $1.00 per year.
This is a special club offer only. The regular price is
$1.50 per year and we lose money on every subscription
at $1.00, but have faith that the Lord will help us make
up the deficit through other sources. This effort is purely
for the salvation of souls and the helping of every Church
and Sunday School. If you fail to accept the opportunity,
the loss will be yours and the souls, who may have been
benefitted by the printed page.

Sel.

In His name,
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana

